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2 of 2 review helpful Good story and characters By Lost Texan A very enjoyable book Good story and characters A 
cat and mouse game as British saboteurs aim to destroy the guns of Navarone before they can block British destroyers 
from rescuing 1200 men I read the book because I always enjoyed the movie This is one of the few times when the 
book did not exceed the movie for me If you don t expect the movie when you read The classic World War II thriller 
from the acclaimed master of action and suspense Now reissued in a new cover style Twelve hundred British soldiers 
isolated on the small island of Kheros off the Turkish coast waiting to die Twelve hundred lives in jeopardy lives that 
could be saved if only the guns could be silenced The guns of Navarone vigilant savage and catastrophically accurate 
Navarone itself grim bastion of narrow straits manned by a mixed garri lsquo Could hardly be bettered rsquo Sunday 
Times lsquo Its strength comes from the speed of its narrative its vivid creation of tensions and its power in handling 
descriptions of action rsquo Evening Standard lsquo Action sustained at a hig 
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